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ABSTRACT: The quadrature modeling technique is nowadays widely used for the nonlinear
(simulation of RFrrrrrmicrowave communication circuits and systems at the behavioral sys-

)tem level. It allows one to simulate the circuitrrrrrsystem performance under real-world
( )conditions and signals using several thousand sample frequencies and to predict such

parameters as adjacent channel power ratio, spectral regrowth, and error vector magnitude
in a computationally efficient way. But it is a narrowband technique and, consequently,
cannot predict harmonics of the carrier frequency and even-order nonlinear products, to
account for the circuitrrrrrsystem frequency response and the bias decoupling network effect.

(Here, we propose a new behavioral-level simulation technique instantaneous quadrature
)technique that overcomes these drawbacks, and demonstrate its validity through measure-

ments and harmonic balance simulation. The transformation of envelope transfer character-
istics into instantaneous ones is also discussed in detail. Q 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Int J
RF and Microwave CAE 10: 221]237, 2000.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays we observe an exponential increase in
the number of RF and microwave communication
systems and services. The complexity of commu-
nication circuits, systems, and signals has grown
substantially during the past two decades, and this
process is still going on. Due to limited spectrum
and space available, new standards have been
introduced in order to ensure an efficient spec-
trum utilization and the absence of inter- and
intra-system interference and distortions. All
these factors make the design process much more
complex than, for example, two decades ago. Un-

Correspondence to: S. L. Loyka

der these circumstances, computer-aided simula-
tion is becoming a more and more important tool
for the communication circuitrsystem design pro-

Žcess the historical perspective of this process can
w x.be observed using 1]6 . In general, we can clas-

sify modeling and simulation techniques into sev-
eral groups:

1. Those based on fundamental physical laws
Ž . w xMaxwell’s equations, etc. 7]10 .

w x2. Those based on circuit theory 11]18 .
Ž3. System-level methods or ‘‘behavioral,’’ or

. w‘‘black-box,’’ or ‘‘input-output’’ 1]6,
x18]22 .

Ž .4. Multilevel hybrid methods that integrate
w xvarious-level techniques 23]28 .

Q 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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First-group methods give the most detailed, com-
plete, and accurate description of a circuit or
system. But they are limited mainly due to limited
computer resources: simulation time or the re-
quired computing power may be unreasonably
large for a complex circuit, input signal, or elec-

Žtromagnetic environment ‘‘You cannot solve
.Maxwell’s equations for a CD player !’’ . Besides,

the use of these methods requires very detailed
characterization information that is not always
available. In this case, second-group methods are
needed. But they also work with some limitations
due to the same reasons: one cannot simulate an
entire mobile communication system or even a
single-stage RF power amplifier with a digitally
modulated input using a circuit-level method
w Ž .harmonic balance HB technique or SPICE, for

xexample due to unpractically long simulation time
and very high demand for computational power.
In this case, third-group methods should be used.
A combined use of all these methods can result in
a very powerful multilevel analysis tool. Figure 1
shows an example of such a multilevel simulation
method. The electromagnetic simulation and the
circuit-level simulation are used in order to build

Žbehavioral models of the distributed part an
.antenna, for example and of the circuit

Ž .lumped-element part of an entire system, corre-
spondingly. The entire system is simulated at the
behavioral level.

ŽNonlinear behavior of active stages power or
.low-noise amplifiers, mixers, etc. may severely

degrade the overall communication system per-
formance and, consequently, should be carefully
analyzed in early phases of the design process.
Behavioral-level simulation techniques are
presently very popular for the nonlinear analysis

wof RFrmicrowave communication systems 1]6,
x18, 19, 29]49 . They allow one to simulate the

system behavior under a variety of real-world

external conditions and system configurations in a
computationally efficient way. Real-world digitally
modulated signals are used for the simulation
since single- or several-tone input signals do not
characterize adequately the digital communica-

w xtion system behavior 18, 30]32 . Adjacent chan-
Ž .nel power ratio ACPR , power spectrum re-

Ž . Ž .growth PSR , and error vector magnitude EVM
are used for the assessment of nonlinear system
performance since such parameters as intermodu-

Ž .lation product IMP levels, intercept point, and
Žspurious-free dynamic range which are mainly

.used for analog systems do not characterize ade-
quately the digitally modulated system perfor-
mance.

The quadrature modeling technique is the most
popular tool for behavioral-level nonlinear mod-
eling and simulation of active stages of RFrmi-

w xcrowave circuits and systems 1, 18, 29]36 . This
technique was introduced in the early 1970s for
nonlinear modeling and simulation of traveling

Ž .wave tube TWT amplifiers used in satellite com-
w xmunications 29 . It takes into account both am-

Ž .plitude-to-amplitude AM]AM and amplitude-
Ž . Ž .to-phase AM]PM conversion nonlinearity . At

the present time, this technique is mainly used for
the simulation of solid-state power amplifiers. This
technique has many advantages: it allows one to
simulate the power amplifier with a digitally mod-
ulated input signal using a PC in reasonable time
and, consequently, to predict ACPR, PSR, and
EVM. It can also predict IMPs and gain compres-
sionrexpansion. The permissible number of input
tones and the analysis dynamic range are quite

w xlarge 18, 31, 32 . However, the main drawback of
the quadrature modeling technique is that it is a
narrowband one, so it cannot take into account
frequency response, to predict harmonics of the
carrier frequency and even-order nonlinear prod-
ucts, or to model the bias decoupling network

Figure 1. An example of multilevel simulation method.
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w x Žeffect 18, 32 . Recently, some methods have
been proposed to model the frequency response
w x33, 34, 36 ; however, the nonlinear element is
still modeled at the baseband level and, therefore,
only the in-band frequency response can be mod-

.eled in this way. The bias decoupling network
effect limits the analysis accuracy even for nar-

w xrowband signals and systems 32 . The quadrature
modeling technique also uses an explicit repre-
sentation of the modulated signal, so multiple-
carrier signals cannot be simulated in a direct
way.

The discrete technique was introduced in the
1980s for the nonlinear simulation of an RFrmi-
crowave receiving path taking into account non-

w xlinear interference and distortions 37]42 . It also
Žaccounts for the spurious receiver channels ad-

.jacent, image, local oscillator noise, etc. , IMPs
and harmonics, gain compressionrexpansion, etc.
The main application of this technique was to
electromagnetic compatibilityr electromagnetic

Ž .interference EMCrEMI analysis in a group of
RFrmicrowave systems. An important advantage
of the discrete technique is that instantaneous
values of the signals are used during the analysis,
not the complex envelope. Thus, the simulation is
made over a wide frequency range. It allows one
to predict harmonics and even-order nonlinear
products, to take into account frequency re-
sponse, and to analyze multicarrier systems. How-
ever, the discrete technique does not take into
account AM]PM nonlinearity, which limits sub-
stantially the analysis accuracy. Both these tech-

Žniques the quadrature modeling technique and
.the discrete technique are very computationally

efficient as compared to circuit-level techniques
Ž .HB technique or SPICE , and still have a
circuit-level accuracy in many cases.

In this paper, we consider these behavioral-
level techniques in more detail, and propose a
new one}an ‘‘instantaneous’’ quadrature tech-
nique}which uses advantages of both previous
techniques. The practical requirement to a behav-
ioral-level simulation technique used for RFrmi-
crowave applications is that it should provide
narrowband as well as broadband analysis capa-

wbilities to predict harmonics and to take into
Ž .xaccount inputroutput matching networks filters ;

its analysis dynamic range should be in excess of
100 dB and frequency resolution should be better

w xthan 100 Hz 18 . We believe that the instanta-
neous quadrature technique can fulfill these re-
quirements.

2. QUADRATURE MODELING
TECHNIQUE

The main idea of the quadrature modeling tech-
nique is the use of a complex envelope instead of

w xreal narrowband signals 18, 29]32 . A real-life
narrowband RF signal can be presented in the
following form:

Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..x t s A t cos v t q w t0

� Ž . w Ž Ž ..x4 Ž .s Re A t ? exp j ? v t q w t , 10

Ž . Ž .where A t and w t are amplitude and phase
Žthat vary slowly with respect to carrier amplitude

.and phase modulation , and v is the carrier0
frequency. Its complex envelope is

Ž . Ž . w Ž .xA t s A t ? exp jw t

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s A t cos w t q jA t sin w t . 2

So, there is not any carrier information in the
complex envelope, only modulation information
Žonly the first harmonic zone is taken into ac-

.count . It is very important from the viewpoint of
computational efficiency, but it also limits the
technique capabilities: only narrowband analysis
is possible because the frequency response is as-
sumed to be flat over the simulation bandwidth.

Ž .Two terms on the right-hand side in 2 constitute
in-phase and quadrature lowpass signals:

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X t s A t cos w t , X t s A t sin w t .I Q

Ž .3

Figure 2 illustrates the complex envelope concept.
The output signal of a bandpass nonlinear stage is

Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .y t s K A t ? A t ? cos v t q w tin in 0 in

Ž Ž ... Ž .qF A t , 4in

where A and w are the input signal amplitudein in
and phase. A nonlinear stage is characterized by
its envelope amplitude and phase transfer factors:

AoutŽ . Ž . Ž .K A s , F A s w y w . 5in in out inAin

Ž .K A represents envelope AM]AM nonlinear-in
Ž .ity, and F A represents envelope AM]PMin

nonlinearity. Note that both factors depend on
the input signal amplitude, not on the instanta-
neous value of the signal. This is due to the
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Figure 2. The complex envelope of an AM-modulated
Ž . Ž .signal. a RF AM-modulated signal. b Its complex

w Ž . xenvelope w t s 0 .

bandpass representation of signals and system
Žstages actually, lowpass equivalents of both are

. Ž .used . Thus, 5 constitutes the envelope nonlin-
earity. In the quadrature modeling technique, in-
phase and quadrature envelope transfer factors
are used:

Ž . Ž . Ž .K A s K A cos F A ,I in in in

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K A s K A sin F A , 6Q in in in

and the output lowpass signal is expressed as

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y t s K A X t y K A X t . 7I in I Q in Q

The modeling process can be illustrated by the
block diagram shown in Figure 3. Note that two

Figure 3. Modeling bandpass nonlinearity by the
quadrature modeling technique.

Ž .independent channels in-phase and quadrature
are used for the simulation. In this way, this
technique takes into account both the AM]AM
and the AM]PM nonlinearities. The nonlinear
model of Figure 3 is sometimes called a memory-

w xless nonlinearity 1 . Strictly speaking, this nonlin-
earity is not a memoryless one because there is a

Ž .phase shift AM]PM ; thus, the output depends
Žon the input at some past instants. However,

there is indeed no frequency dependence in this
.model. The input of the quadrature nonlinearity

is also shifted by ypr2 and this operation is not
Ža memoryless one. In fact, it is the Hilbert trans-

w x .form which is an integral transformation 1 .
Consequently, this channel and the entire quad-
rature structure are not memoryless ones. How-
ever, we can still use the term ‘‘memoryless’’ in
the sense that the transfer factors K and KI Q
depend on the input signal amplitude A at thein
same instant only.

Unfortunately, the quadrature modeling tech-
nique is only valid for narrowband signals and

Žsystems no harmonics or even-order nonlineari-
.ties . In its present form, it also cannot take into

Žaccount frequency response matching networksr
.filters nor account for the bias decoupling net-

w xwork effect 32 . The modeling of multicarrier
Žsystems using this technique is possible assuming

a flat frequency response over the simulation
. w xbandwidth 1 , but it complicates the technique

substantially and reduces its computational effi-
ciency. Thus, some improvements are desirable.
Such improvements will be discussed in Section 4.

3. DISCRETE TECHNIQUE

The basis of the discrete technique is a represen-
tation of the system block diagram as linear filters
Ž .matching networks and memoryless nonlinear
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Ž . Želements active elements connected in series or
. w xin parallel, or both 37]49 . For example, Figure

4 shows a single-stage RF amplifier represented
Ž .in this way so-called ‘‘sandwiched’’ nonlinearity .

Input and output filters can model input and
output matching networks. This representation
reflects characteristic peculiarities inherent to the
construction of typical RF amplifying and con-
verting stages. The utilization of the model with
memoryless nonlinearity is not a significant limi-
tation on the method. Nonzero memory effects
can partially be factorized at the level of input or
output filters; that is, this representation is equiv-
alent with respect to the simulation of the ‘‘input-
to-output’’ path.

Signal passage through a linear filter is simu-
lated in the frequency domain using the complex
transfer factor of the filter:

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S f s S f ? K f , 8out n in n n

Ž .where S f is the signal spectrum at the filterout n
Ž .output, S f is the signal spectrum at the filterin n

Ž .input, K f is the complex transfer factor of then
filter, and f are sample frequencies. It is neces-n
sary to use an appropriate sampling technique in

w xorder to obtain a sampled spectrum 45, 66 . Sig-
nal passage through a nonlinear memoryless ele-
ment is simulated in the time domain using the
instantaneous transfer function of the element:

Ž . w Ž .x Ž .u t s F u t , 9out k in k

Ž .where u t is the instantaneous value of theout k
Ž .output signal, u t is the same for the inputin k

signal, t are sample points in time, and F is ank
instantaneous transfer function of the nonlinear
element. This function can be calculated using

Figure 4. Single-stage RF amplifier in the discrete
technique representation.

the measured or circuit-level simulated AM]AM
w x Ž .characteristic 29, 30, 48, 56]58 see also Sec. 5 .

Some simple analytical or semi-empirical models
of the transfer function can also be used, but the
simulation accuracy is not very good in this case
w x44, 56, 59]61 . Note that the output of the non-
linear element depends on the input at the same
instant. Thus, this nonlinearity is strictly memory-
less.

The transition from the time domain to the
frequency domain and ¨ice ¨ersa is made with the
use of the direct and inverse fast Fourier trans-

Ž . w xform FFT 50 :

Ny1 Ny11
nk ynkS s u ? W , u s S ? W ,Ý Ýn k k nN ks0 ns0

yjŽ2p r N .W s e ,
Ž .10

Ž . Ž . Ž .where S s S f s S nD f , u s u t sn n k k
Ž .u kD t ; D f is the frequency sample interval, D t

is the time sample interval, and N is the number
of samples. It is worth mentioning that the nor-

Ž .malization given in 10 must be used during the
nonlinear analysis. The normalization of other
types which is often used in the literature will
produce incorrect results. The direct and inverse
FFT vary only in the normalization and the expo-
nent sign, which makes it possible to use the same
algorithm to carry out the direct as well as the
inverse FFT. It is necessary to make the corre-
sponding data normalization and to arrange the
data in the appropriate order before the FFT is
carried out. Figure 5 illustrates broadband model-

Žing of a typical RF active stage power amplifier,
.for example using the discrete technique.

Let us note a number of peculiarities con-
nected with the use of the FFT for the nonlinear
analysis.

1. The maximum frequency F in the signalmax
spectrum, frequency sample interval D f ,

Figure 5. Modeling broadband nonlinearity by discrete technique. FET and IFFT are
direct and inverse fast Fourier transforms.
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time sample interval D t, and the number of
Ž .samples N in time domain are related by

Žthe following expressions due to the Nyquist
.sampling theorem and FFT properties :

1 T fs Ž .f s s 2 ? F , N s s , 11s maxD t D t D f

where T s 1rD f is the input signal period,
and f s 1rD t is the sampling rate. Thes
required number of samples in the fre-
quency domain is actually equal to Nr2,
since samples with numbers arranged sym-
metrically with respect to Nr2 are complex
conjugate ones: S s SU. In the time do-Nyn n

Žmain, all N samples are independent but
.they are real numbers .

2. Nonlinear transformation of the input sig-
Žnal causes its spectrum to expand I times I

.is the nonlinearity order . Therefore, taking
into account the cyclic character of the FFT

w xin the frequency domain 50 , in order to
avoid the spectrum aliasing distortion, the

w xsampling rate must be at least 1 :

Ž .f s 2 I ? F . 12s max

However, from the practical viewpoint, this
overestimates the sampling rate two ways.
First, higher-order nonlinear components
usually have smaller levels than do lower-
order components and, consequently, will
introduce relatively small aliasing distortion.
Thus, one may use a lower sampling rate
w Ž .xthan that given by 12 . However, a partic-
ular choice of the sampling rate depends on
a particular situation under consideration
Žon particular spectral components that must

.be taken into account, etc. . Second, we may
be interested in calculating the output spec-
trum not up to I ? F , but up to the samemax
maximum frequency, F , as at the input.max

Ž .In this case, 12 can be relaxed to

Ž . Ž .f s I q 1 ? F . 13s max

Ž . Ž .Strictly speaking, 12 and 13 are valid only
Ž .for a polynomial power series transfer

function of the nonlinear element. In this
case, I is the polynomial order. However,
we can also use a nonpolynomial represen-
tation of the nonlinear transfer function.
ŽFor example, a Bessel function expansion is

.a very effective tool for this purpose. In

this case, I is a safety factor. It should be
determined in such a way that the spectrum
aliasing effect does not disturb the required

w xpart of the output spectrum 1, 50, 62 .
Practical values of I are about 5 to 50
depending on a specific scenario and a spe-
cific problem. When the inverse FFT is cal-
culated at the nonlinear element output, the
spectrum S has to be calculated only withinn

w xthe interval 0, F , which allows one tomax
reduce the calculation time. The expres-

Ž . Ž .sions 11 ] 13 make it possible to deter-
Žmine the number of samples and hence the
.amount of computer memory which is re-

quired to analyze a system if the maximum
frequency at the input, the frequency sam-
ple interval, and the order of nonlinearity
Ž .or the safety factor are specified.

Ž3. The dynamic range of amplitudes the ratio
.of the maximum and minimum levels in the

signal spectrum is determined by errors in
the signal amplitude quantization in the time
domain, that is, by the accuracy of computer

Ždata presentation for a typical floating-point
.number this value is about 280]300 dB . In

order to achieve that high dynamic range,
all the input signal spectral components
must be rounded off to the sample frequen-

Žcies it is not a problem since a large num-
.ber of sample frequencies can be used .

Alternatively, some windows can be used
when performing the FFT, but the dynamic
range is limited in this case to 80]100 dB
w x63 . When simulating multistage systems,
the quantization noise caused by the ampli-
tude quantization is accumulated. This ef-
fect can be nullified by periodic ‘‘clearing’’

Žof the spectrum that is, zeroing of the
components whose level is lower than a

.certain threshold .
4. The utilization of nonuniformly spaced sam-

w xple frequencies 51]53 makes it possible to
reduce the number of samples, or to reduce
the frequency sample interval, or to in-
crease the order of simulated nonlinearity.
However, it will slightly increase the simula-
tion time.

Further improvement in the computational effi-
ciency of the simulation can be achieved by means

w xof a two-stage simulation scheme 41 . At the first
stage, the simulation correct to the carrier fre-

Ž .quencies low frequency resolution is carried out.
All interference signals revealed at the first stage
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are sequentially analyzed at high frequency reso-
Ž .lution correct to the modulating spectra and

Žwith transformation to low frequencies the sam-
pling frequency is substantially reduced in this

.way .
It should be emphasized that the instanta-

neous values of signals are used in the discrete
technique. Thus, it allows one to carry out simula-

Žtion over a wide frequency range for instance, to
predict harmonics of the fundamental frequency

.and even-order nonlinear products . Frequency
response can also be taken into account in this
way. Unfortunately, the discrete technique also
has drawbacks: it cannot take into account the
AM]PM nonlinearity. Thus, some combination of
the discrete and quadrature modeling techniques
is desirable.

4. INSTANTANEOUS QUADRATURE
TECHNIQUE

The main idea of the combined technique}the
‘‘instantaneous’’ quadrature technique}is to use
advantages of both techniques and to build a

w xhybrid technique 48, 49 . In order to model sig-
nals and systems over a wide frequency range, the
instantaneous values of the signals must be used,
not the complex envelope. In order to model the
AM]PM conversion, the quadrature modeling
structure should be used for the nonlinear ele-
ment modeling. Thus, the modeling process con-
sists of the following items:

1. Linear filters are modeled in the frequency
Ždomain the same as for the discrete tech-

.nique .
2. Nonlinear elements are modeled in the time

domain using the quadrature structure, but
the instantaneous signal values are used,
not the complex envelope.

Ž .3. The transform from the frequency time
Ž .domain to the time frequency domain is

Ž . Žmade by IFFT FFT very computationally
.efficient .

w x4. The Hilbert transform 1, 64 is used to
calculate in-phase and quadrature compo-
nents:

Ž .` x t
Ž . Ž .x t s x t s dt ,ˆ HQ t y ty`

Ž . Ž . Ž .x t s x t , 14I

Ž . Ž .where x t and x t are instantaneousI Q
in-phase and quadrature components of the

Ž .signal, and x t is the Hilbert-conjugate sig-ˆ
Ž .nal of x t . In fact, we use the Hilbert

transform in the frequency domain to calcu-
late the quadrature components because it
does not require numerical integration and,
thus, is much more computationally effi-
cient:

Ž . Ž Ž ..x t s IFFT yj ? S v for v G 0,Q

Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .S v s FFT x t , 15

Ž .where S v is the signal’s spectrum. The
signal itself is the in-phase component, and
the Hilberts-conjugate signal is the quadra-
ture component.

Figure 6 gives an illustration of the nonlinear
Želement modeling S and S are input andin out

output spectra, k and k are the instantaneousI Q
in-phase and quadrature transfer factors; see Sec.

.5 for more detail . It should be noted that the
transfer function of the quadrature channel is not
a usual transfer function in a conventional sense:
it depends not only on the input of the quadra-

Ž .ture nonlinearity x but also on the input of theQ
Ž .entire structure x i.e., on the input of thein

Ž .in-phase nonlinearity x . Consequently, we can-I
not use the usual methods of the transformation
of the envelope transfer function into the instan-

w x Ž .taneous one 29, 57 see also Sec. 5 . At the same
time, the transfer function of the in-phase chan-
nel is a usual transfer function and those methods
can be applied in this case.

An illustration of the modeling process is
shown in Figure 7. We use the term ‘‘quasi-mem-
oryless nonlinearity’’ in the sense that the instan-
taneous transfer factors depend on the instanta-
neous input signal level at the same instant. In
general, this nonlinearity is not a memoryless one
due to the Hilbert transform used in the quadra-

Figure 6. Modeling broadband nonlinear element by
the ‘‘instantaneous’’ quadrature technique. S and Sin out
are the input and output spectra.
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Figure 7. Simulating a single-stage radio amplifier by the instantaneous quadrature tech-
nique.

w Ž .xture channel see 14 . Thus, the output of this
channel depends on the input not only at the
same instant, but also at all other instants in the

Žpast as well as in the future corresponds to
.the integration over infinite time interval . How-

ever, for a narrowband RF signal, the output
depends effectively only on the input at the same

w xinstant and at some nearby instants 65 ; thus, the
Žmemory is really very small however, not zero
.due to the AM]PM conversion . The nonlinearity

is completely memoryless when there is no
AM]PM conversion at all and the quadrature
channel can be omitted.

It is not so easy to factorize the measured
frequency response into the input and output
filters’ responses. The simplest way to solve this

Žproblem is to consider them to be equal we used
this approach in our simulation examples given in

.Sec. 6 . However, the accuracy of this method is
Žnot very good in many instances especially for

.the even-order nonlinearities . An alternative way
is to simulate these responses at the circuit level,
or to use some theoretical considerations for the
factorization of the entire frequency response.

It should be emphasized that the instanta-
Ž . Ž .neous transfer factors k x and k x areI in Q in

used for the simulation, not the envelope ones.
The calculation of these factors will be consid-
ered in the next section.

5. INSTANTANEOUS TRANSFER
CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, we consider how to determine the
Ž .instantaneous transfer factors k and k usingI Q

Ž .the envelope transfer factors K and K whichI Q
can be measured or simulated by a circuit-level

Žsimulator SPICE or HB-technique simulator, for
.example .

First of all, it should be noted that the instan-
taneous transfer factors consist of even and odd
parts:

Ž . Ž . Ž .k x s k x q k x ,I in I , even in I , odd in

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k x s k x q k x . 16Q in Q , even in Q , odd in

In a narrowband analysis, the odd parts are usu-
ally omitted and only the even parts are consid-

Žered. We recall that the odd part of the transfer
factor corresponds to the even part of the trans-
fer function and ¨ice ¨ersa for the even part; the
transfer function is the transfer factor multiplied

.by the input signal. However, we consider here a
broadband analysis technique; thus, the odd parts

Žmust be taken into account in order to predict
.even-order nonlinear products . Besides, the odd

parts of the transfer factors can give a substantial
contribution to odd-order nonlinear products due

w xto the bias decoupling network effect 32 .
Second, we should note that the same mathe-

matical formulation cannot be used for the cal-
culation of the in-phase and quadrature instan-

Žtaneous transfer factors using, for example,
w x w x.methods given in 57 or 29 }one needs two

different formulations. Some mathematical tech-
niques have been proposed in the past for trans-
ferring the envelope transfer function into the

w xinstantaneous one 29, 57 . However, these tech-
niques are valid for the in-phase functions only
and are quite complicated from a computational
viewpoint.

Below, we discuss a general transformation
method which is valid for the in-phase as well as
quadrature factors and for both the even and odd
parts, and how to apply the powerful method of
moments approach for the calculation of the in-
stantaneous transfer factors. In Section 5.1, we
consider the determination of the even parts first,
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omitting the subscript ‘‘even’’ for simplicity. After
this, in Section 5.2, we shall consider the determi-
nation of the odd parts in a similar way.

5.1. Even Part of the Instantaneous
Transfer Factors

Using the instantaneous quadrature modeling
Ž .structure see Fig. 6 , we can present the output

signal in the following form:

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..x t s x t k x cos w xout in in in

Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .y x t k x sin w x . 17în in in

For a single-tone input,

Ž . Ž . Ž .x t s A cos v ? t , 18in in

Ž .we assume w s 0 without loss of generality ,in
one obtains

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x t s x t s A sin v ? t . 19ˆQ in in

Let us consider the first harmonic zone compo-
nent at the output:

Ž . Ž . Ž .x t s A cos v ? t q F . 20out, 1 out

Using this component, we can determine only the
even part of the transfer factors in the following
way. Employing the Fourier transform, we obtain
the following expressions for the first-zone output
amplitude and phase:

b12 2 y1 Ž .'A s a q b , F s tan , 21out 1 1 ž /a1

where

2 Tr2 Ž . Ž .a s x t cos v ? t dt ,H1 outT yTr2

2 Tr2 Ž . Ž . Ž .b s x t sin v ? t dt , 22H1 outT yTr2

and T s 1rv. After some mathematical develop-
ment, we arrive at the following expressions:

4 pr2 2Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .k A cos x cos x dx s K A ,H I in I inp 0

Ž .23a

4 pr2 2Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .k A cos x sin x dx s K A ,H Q in Q inp 0

Ž .23b

Ž .where K and K are given by 6 . Note thatI Q
Ž . Ž .23a and 23b are not the same. Thus, one
cannot use the same method of transferring K ª

Žk for the in-phase and quadrature factors as was
w x.proposed in 29 .

Ž . Ž .We can determine K A and K A fromI in Q in
Žmeasurements or circuit-level simulation AM]

. Ž .AM and AM]PM . Thus, 23 is in fact a system
Ž .of two integral equations: we must find k xI in

Ž . Ž . Ž .and k x for given K A and K A . WeQ in I in Q in
can solve this system of integral equations purely

w xnumerically using the method of moments 7 .
However, if we use a large number of sample

Žpoints and we have to do so in order to obtain a
satisfactory accuracy}we consider this issue in

.more detail in the second part of this paper , the
computational resources required and the compu-
tational time can be too large. Thus, we propose
to use the following semi-analytical method. First,

Ž .we transform 23 to the following form:

4 t 2
1 Ž . Ž .k A t dx s K A ,H I in I in2'p 0 1 y t

4 1 2'Ž . Ž . Ž .k A t 1 y t dx s K A . 24H Q in Q inp 0

Then, using the traditional method of moments
w x Ž . Žapproach 7 , we discretize 24 piecewise con-

stant basis functions and the point matching tech-
.nique are used and transform it to the two sys-

tems of linear equations:

j j

k A s K , k B s K ,Ý ÝI , i i j I , j Q , i i j Q , j
is1 is1

Ž .j s 1, N, 25
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where

Ž . Ž .k s k A t , k s k A t ,I , i I in i Q , i Q in i

Ž .26i y 1r2
t s , i s 1, N,i N

Ž . Ž .K s K A , K s K A ,I , j I in , j Q , j Q in , j

j
Ž .27A s A ,in , j in , max N

w xj s 1, N, A g 0, A ,in in , max

2
Ž .A s a y a q b y b ,i j i j iy1, j iy1, j i jp

i
y1a s sin ,i j ž /j

2
Ž .B s a y a q b y b ,i j i j iy1, j i j iy1, jp

2i i
b s 1 y)i j ž /j j

Ž .i F j, i , j s 1, N, 28

and A is the maximum amplitude of thein, max
Ž Ž . Ž .input signal K A and K A are defined inI in Q in

w x.the range A g 0, A , and N is the num-in in, max
ber of sample points used for the discretization of
Ž .24 . Further, we observe that matrixes A andi j

Ž .B are upper triangular ones. Consequently, 25i j
can be solved analytically in a recurrent form:

k s K , k s K ,I , 1 I , 1 Q , 1 Q , 1

K y Ý jy1 k AI , j is1 I , i i j
k s ,I , j Aj j

K y Ý jy1 k BQ , j is1 Q , i i j
k s ,Q , j Bj j

Ž .j s 2, N. 29

Thus, we do not need to invert numerically the
matrixes A and B that make this methodi j i j
much more computationally efficient than the
traditional approach. Despite their rather compli-

Ž . Ž .cated form, 25 ] 29 can be easily and efficiently
evaluated using a computer. In order to get a
satisfactory accuracy, we have to use a large num-
ber of sample points: practically, N is 100 to 1000
depending on specific AM]AM and AM]PM
data.

AM]AM and AM]PM characteristics which
Ž . Ž .we need to calculate k x and k x can beI in Q in

measured or simulated using a circuit-level simu-
lator in a standard way. We should note, however,
that the accuracy of AM]AM and AM]PM mea-
surement or simulation is of primary importance:
since we deal with a nonlinear problem, even
small inaccuracies in AM]AM andror AM]PM
can result in a large inaccuracy in the final simu-

Žlation results IMP or harmonic levels, for exam-
.ple . Thus, special attention must be paid to this

Žissue we consider this in more detail in the
.second part of this paper .

We should also note that there are also two
quasi-analytical methods to calculate the instan-

Ž .taneous transfer factors using 1 the Bessel func-
Ž .tion expansion, and 2 the polynomial expansion

of the envelope transfer characteristics.
w xIn the first method 29 , we define in-phase and

quadrature envelope transfer characteristics for a
w Ž .xsingle-tone input see 18 in the following way:

Ž . Ž .A A s A cos F ,out, I in out

Ž . Ž . Ž .A A s A sin F . 30out, Q in out

Further, we expand A and A in a Besselout, I out, Q
function series:

Ž . Ž .A A s a J nj A ,Ýout, I in I , n 1 in
nsodd

Ž . Ž . Ž .A A s a J nj A , 31Ýout, Q in Q , n 1 in
nsodd

where J is the first-order Bessel function of the1
first kind, and

p
Ž .j s . 32

2 Ain , max

The least-squares curve-fitting method together
with the singular value decomposition technique
Ž . w xSVD should be used for such an expansion 50
because Bessel functions are not orthogonal. Then
the instantaneous transfer factors can be ex-

w Ž .xpressed as it can be verified using 23 :

Ž .nj sin nj x inŽ .k x s a ,ÝI in I , n2 nj x innsodd

nj
Ž . Ž . Ž .k x s a cos nj x , 33ÝQ in Q , n in2nsodd

where n is an odd integer.
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w xThe second method 56 allows one to calculate
only the in-phase instantaneous transfer factor
Žhowever, the odd part of the transfer factor can

.also be calculated by this method . In this method,
Žwe expand A in a power series the least-out, I

squares curve-fitting method and the SVD tech-
.nique should also be used assuming that

Ž . Ž . ŽA yA s yA A since we considerout, I in out, I in
.the even part of the transfer factor :

Ž . n Ž .A A s a A . 34Ýout, I in n in
nsodd

Further, the in-phase instantaneous transfer fac-
tor can be expressed as:

2 ny1
ny1Ž . Ž .k x s a x , 35ÝI in n inŽny1.r2Cnnsodd

where C m are the binomial expansion coeffi-n
cients.

5.2. Odd Part of the Instantaneous
Transfer Factors

Odd parts of the instantaneous transfer factors
can be determined in a similar way, using the

Žsecond-order envelope characteristics second
harmonic zone AM]AM and AM]PM functions
or second-order IMP at the output for the two-

.tone input . In this paper, we use the second
Ž .harmonic zone second-order AM]AM and

ŽAM]PM we also omit the subscript ‘‘odd’’ for
. Ž .simplicity . In this case, 23 takes the form:

4 pr2 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .k A cos x cos x cos 2 x dxH I inp 0

Ž .s K A ,I , 2 in

4 pr2 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .k A cos x sin x sin 2 x dxH Q inp 0

Ž . Ž .s K A , 36Q , 2 in

Ž . Ž .where K A and K A are the second-I, 2 in Q, 2 in
order envelope transfer factors,

Aout, 2Ž . Ž Ž ..K A s cos F A ,I , 2 in 2 inAin

Aout, 2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .K A s sin F A , 37Q , 2 in 2 inAin

and A and F are the second-order AM]AMout, 2 2
and AM]PM. We can also solve the integral

Ž .equations 36 using the traditional method of
moments approach. But, as practical experience
shows, it requires even more sample points than
for the even parts. Thus, we use the semi-analyti-
cal approach proposed in Section 5.1. First, we

Ž .transform 36 to the form:

Ž 2 .4 t 2 t y 11 Ž . Ž .k A t dx s K A ,H I in I , 2 in2'p 0 1 y t

8 1 2'Ž . Ž . Ž .k A t t 1 y t dx s K A . 38H Q in Q , 2 inp 0

Then we discretize these integral equations and
obtain two systems of linear equations:

j j

k A s K , k B s K ,Ý ÝI , i i j I , 2 , j Q , i i j Q , 2 , j
is1 is1

Ž .j s 1, N, 39

Ž . Ž .where k x and k x are determined byI, i in Q, i in
Ž . Ž . Ž .26 , K A and K A are determinedI, 2, i in Q, 2, i in

Ž . Žby 27 K and K are substituted by K andI Q I, 2
.K , correspondingly , andQ, 2

8
Ž .A s b ? a y b ? a ,i j iy1, j iy1, j i j i j3p

21 i
a s q ,i j ž /2 j

28 i
3 3B s b y b , b s 1 y ,)Ž .i j iy1, j i , j i j ž /3p j

Ž .i F j, i , j s 1, N. 40

Ž .Further, 39 is solved analytically in a recurrent
Ž .form given by 29 .

We can also use the quasi-analytical method
w x56 to calculate the odd part of the in-phase
instantaneous transfer factor. To do so, we define
the second-order in-phase envelope transfer char-
acteristic as:

Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .A A s A cos F A . 41out, 2, I in out, 2 2 in

Then, we expand A in a power series as-out, 2, I
Ž . Ž . Žsuming that A yA s A A sinceout, 2, I in out, 2, I in
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we are looking for the odd part of the transfer
.factor :

Ž . n Ž .A A s a A , 42Ýout, 2, I in n in
nseven)0

where n is an even integer. Further, the in-phase
instantaneous transfer factor can be expressed as:

2 ny1
ny1Ž . Ž .k x s a x . 43ÝI in n inn r2y1Cnnseven)0

In order to determine the odd part of the
instantaneous transfer factors by these methods,
we need to know the second-order envelope

Ž . Ž .transfer characteristics, A A and F A .out, 2 in 2 in
One can simulate these characteristics using a

Žcircuit-level simulator for example, SPICE or
.HB-based simulator in a simple way. But the

measurement of these characteristics is not so
simple. First of all, we can measure the envelope

Ž Ž ..transfer characteristic A A using a con-out, 2 in
ventional measurement setup comprised of a sig-
nal generator and a spectrum analyzer, but we
can not measure the phase characteristic
Ž Ž ..F A in this way. For this purpose, one can2 in

w xuse an approach similar to one proposed in 54 .
In this approach, we use two independent paths
}a primary path including first variable attenua-

Ž .tor, device under test DUT , second variable
attenuator, and variable phase shifter, and a ref-
erence path including a reference second har-

Ž . Ž .monic H generator see Fig. 8 . The input2
signal at the H generator is kept constant during2
measurements. Thus, at its output we have the
second harmonic of a constant level and phase
Ž .which is used as a reference . The level of the
DUT input signal is changed using the first vari-
able attenuator. The second variable attenuator
and phase shifter are used to minimize the spec-
tral level of H at the spectrum analyzer input. In2
this way, we can measure the second order trans-

Figure 8. Block diagram for the measurement of sec-
ond-order AM]AM and AM]PM.

Ž Ž . Ž ..fer characteristics A A and F A asout, 2 in 2 in
functions of the signal level at the DUT input.

As for the case of first-order AM]AM and
AM]PM, special care must be paid to the accu-

Ž . Ž .racy of A A and F A measurement orout, 2 in 2 in
simulation due to the nonlinear character of the
problem.

6. VALIDATION OF THE
INSTANTANEOUS QUADRATURE
TECHNIQUE

In order to validate the technique proposed, ex-
tensive circuit-level simulations and measure-
ments have been made. Below, we give some
simulation examples for microwave amplifiers.

Ž .Figures 9 and 10 show gain AM]AM and out-
Ž .put signal relative phase AM]PM versus input

signal level for a single-stage transistor microwave
amplifier, which were simulated by the harmonic

Žbalance technique HP Advanced Design System
w x.was used 55 . Note that envelope and instanta-

Žneous characteristics differ it is especially obvi-
.ous for the AM]PM characteristics . Further, we

shall consider HB simulation results as a refer-
ence because its accuracy is in general better
Žsince it is a circuit-level simulation; we should
note, however, that it also has a lot of limitation,

.especially for nonlinear problems . The instanta-
Ž .neous characteristics were calculated using 29 .

Figure 11 shows fundamental tone and IMP lev-
Žels at the amplifier output two-tone input signal

.was used , which were simulated by the instanta-
Ž .neous quadrature technique see Figures 6 and 7
w xand by the HB technique 55 . Agreement be-

tween HB simulation and the technique proposed
is very good except for fifth- and higher-order

Ž .IMPs in the small-signal area -y10 dBm , which

Figure 9. Envelope and instantaneous gains versus
input level.
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Figure 10. Envelope and instantaneous AM]PM
characteristics versus input level.

requires further investigation. Note that the cor-
rect prediction of the fundamental component
also proves that the transformation method of the
envelope transfer function into instantaneous
ones is correct.

We should point out that the dynamic range of
Žthe simulation is very high from y150 dBm up to

.20 dBm, i.e., 170 dB . The instantaneous quadra-
ture technique is also very computationally effi-
cient: simulation time for this technique is only a
few minutes; for the HB technique it is more than
5 hours. This difference becomes even larger for

Ža larger number of input tones for, say, 1000
input tones the HB simulation would last for an
unreasonably long time; the simulation time of
the instantaneous quadrature technique does not

.roughly depend on the number of input tones .
Figure 12 shows the gain of a microwave

Ž .monolithic integrated circuit MMIC amplifier
Ž .versus input signal level AM]AM . The envelope

gain was measured and the instantaneous gain

Figure 11. Fundamental tone, and third to ninth odd-
order IMPs at the amplifier output versus input level.

Ž .Figure 12. Envelope solid line and instantaneous
Ž .dotted line gains versus input level.

Ž .was calculated using 29 . AM]PM characteristic
was not taken into account due to its small values.
Figure 13 shows fundamental tone and harmonics
at the amplifier output, which were measured and
simulated by the instantaneous quadrature tech-
nique. This figure illustrates the capability of this
technique to perform simulation over a wide fre-

Ž .quency range to predict harmonics and over a
wide dynamic range at the same time. Figure 14

Žillustrates a desensitization in the amplifier this
phenomenon may be important for the EMCr

.EMI analysis of a communication system . There
Žis a two-tone input one tone is a required signal

of a fixed amplitude, and the other is an interfer-
.ing signal of varying amplitude and the figure

shows the required and interfering signals at the
output versus the interfering signal amplitude at
the input. The technique proposed predicts the
amplifier performance quite well even in the deep
saturation area.

Figure 13. Fundamental, and third to ninth odd har-
monics at the amplifier output versus input level.
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Figure 14. Desensitization in the amplifier: required
and interfering signals at the output versus interfering

Žsignal at the input the required signal amplitude at the
.input is fixed .

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the instanta-
neous quadrature technique as an efficient tool
for behavioral-level simulation of RFrmicrowave
circuits and systems. This technique combines the
advantages of both the quadrature modeling tech-
nique and the discrete technique and, conse-
quently, gives one possibility to simulate the cir-
cuit nonlinear performance over wide frequency

Žand dynamic ranges i.e., to predict harmonics
and even-order nonlinear products, to simulate
multicarrier systems, and to take into account the

.bias decoupling network effect taking into ac-
count both AM]AM and AM]PM nonlinearities
in a computationally efficient way. Even-order
IMPs can be predicted as well. However, in order
to get accurate results, one needs to measure or

Žsimulate AM]AM and AM]PM accurately espe-
.cially for second-order characteristics . The trans-

formation of the envelope transfer functions into
instantaneous ones was considered in detail, in-
cluding numerical as well as analytical tech-
niques.

Let us note some possible applications of the
instantaneous quadrature technique:

1. Simulation of power amplifiers of wireless
Žcommunication systems this is the widest

.and most popular application .
2. Simulation of the entire transmitting path

Žnot only the power amplifier, but also mod-
.ulators, frequency multipliers, etc. with

viewpoint of nonlinear interference and dis-
tortion.

Ž3. Simulation of a receiving path low-noise
amplifiers, mixers, intermediate frequency

.amplifiers, detectors, etc. with viewpoint of
nonlinear interference and distortions and
EMCrEMI problems.

4. Previous items suggest that the nonlinear
simulation of the entire communication link

Žis possible for example, the simulation of
cellular communication system in order to
predict interference and distortions during
the phase of frequency planning, or in order
to estimate the performance of a modula-
tion scheme or a signal processing tech-

.nique .
5. Nonlinear modeling and simulation of ac-

tive array antennas is also an important
w xapplication 48, 67 .

In the second part of this paper, we are going
to consider in detail approximationrrepresenta-
tion of AM]AM and AM]PM characteristics and

Žinstantaneous transfer factors with viewpoint of
.the simulation accuracy , the choice of the sample

Žpoints number to discretize the integral equa-
.tions , the simulation of amplitude, frequency,

and phase detectors, and the identification of
Žnonlinear interferencerdistortion IMPs, har-

.monics, etc. sources.
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